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Executive Summary
Work package 2 concerns itself with energy-, time-, and security-aware coordination and scheduling and as such bridges the gap between sequential energy-, time-, and security-aware application building blocks and their
energy-, time-, and security-aware concurrent execution on heterogeneous
multi-core architectures. Coordination denotes a concept and methodology
to organise a concurrent application as a set of independent, identifiable
black-box components with defined functional properties. Concurrently executing components interact, communicate and synchronise with each other
by means of a streaming network.
We combine the programming model of component coordination with
space/time scheduling to answer the imminent question which component
(aka task) to run on which functional unit of a heterogeneous system architecture at which time. In our setting of energy-, time-, and securityawareness, space/time scheduling is constrained by energy budgets, execution time deadlines and security requirements. Within this constrained solution space we optimise program execution according to one or more objective
functions such as minimising energy consuption, minimising execution times
or maximising security levels.
In the reporting period of Deliverable D2.1, we have focused on a single application and static (i.e. design time) space/time scheduling. Consequently, this deliverable reports on
1. the continuous refinement of the component coordination abstraction;
2. the development of a formal space/time scheduling model that treats
energy, time and security concerns in an equally rigorous way;
3. the formulation of the static variant of the space/time scheduling problem as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem;
4. experimentation with ILP solvers on concrete examples with hypothetical energy-, time- and security properties and demands;
5. the coordination style formulation of the drone use case provided by
our partners
6. the exploration of simulation/emulation environments to complement
experimentation on real hardware.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Work package 2 addresses Energy-, Time-, Security-aware (ETS) coordination and scheduling. It bridges the gap from code-level description to multicore system-level execution, and targets the question: How execute ETSconstrained applications on multi-core architectures? As such work package
2 borrows from and combines two so far disjoint established research fields,
namely coordination and real-time scheduling, and reaches out towards two
novel and evolving research fields, namely energy- and security-awareness.
In the context of the TeamPlay project, work package 2

Objectives for the First Period
• Define coordination abstractions suitable for ETS-awareness.
• Formalize requirements for ETS-aware space/time scheduling.
• Combine coordination and space/time scheduling for a single application.
• Validate proposed techniques based on industrial use cases.

Technical Content
Work package 2 combines coordination and real-time technologies, two research fields that so far have addressed the targeted problem from very different angles and with very different motivations and intentions. We extend
coordination to cover non-functional properties, namely energy, time and
security, and we extend real-time scheduling to address energy consumption
and security as equally important non-functional properties. Furthermore,
we amalgamate these so far isolated research and technology areas to bridge
the gap from abstract, high-level coordination-based descriptions of applications and their ETS constraints to the low-level execution on the hardware
platform of choice in such a way that the ETS constraints are met. We
3
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base our work on a combination of static guarantees and dynamic best-effort
technologies in accordance with application requirements.

Figure 1.1: The three Pillars of work package 2
Coordination denotes a structured way to organise a concurrent application as a set of independent, identifiable black-box components. Contracts
form an integral part of coordination as they define the components’ functional behaviour, namely their input/output relation. A separate coordination layer orchestrates the various black-box components into a concurrent
application by defining the inter-compoment communication and synchronisation. As of today, contracts and, thus, the whole notion of coordination are
geared towards functional properties. In the TeamPlay project we extend
both to cover non-functional properties, namely energy, time and security.
Real-time scheduling concerns computer systems that are subject to timing constraints. By definition they already cover one of the three aspects
of Energy-, Time-, Security (ETS)-awareness. We, therefore, must extend
real-time scheduling from the stringent handling of time to handle the other
two metrics, energy and security, as equally important properties. However,
to the present day real-time scheduling lacks a formal way to describe the
application and its desired timing behaviour; both are typically described in
a rather ad-hoc fashion.
Simulation/emulation provides us with the means to quickly evaluate and
validate the quality and correctness of scheduling decisions and of the entire
ETS-aware coordination. At the same time, they allow us to experiment
with (possibly fictive) multi- and many-core system architectures that are
more concurrent and more heterogeneous than the systems currently in use,
among others by our own industrial partners.
In the remainder of this document, we describe our overall objectives
as well as our on-going work with respect to these three pillars in more
detail. In Chapter 2 we describe the objectives as well as the on-going
4

work with respect to the coordination layer. In Chapter 3 we introduce the
TeamPlay scheduling approach. Chapter 4 extends the work from Chapter 3
by introducing Integer Linear Programming (ILP) as a method to generate
static schedules. Chapter 5 shows multiple static schedules generated for the
TeamPlay Drone Use Case using ILPs. Chapter 6 details our on-going work
with respect to the simulation environment.
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Chapter 2

Component Coordination
An application organised according to the coordination paradigm consists
of a collection of interacting components. Components are meaningful, sequential application building blocks, implemented in a general-purpose programming language [GSS10]. Given the traditional focus of the embedded
systems domain in general and the requirements of our industrial partners in
particular, we exclusively work with the system-level programming language
C throughout the TeamPlay project. Hence, a component is technically a
callable C function with certain restrictions on its functional behaviour, together with a set of contracts on its functional and, for the particular sake
of this project, non-functional properties.
component "foo"

component "bar"

input

output

input

output

code

contracts

code

contracts

Figure 2.1: Two examples of separate components
As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, a component consists of the following entities:
Name: a unique name;
Input contract: a specification of the input data as a tuple of individual
data items; if the input specification is empty, we speak of a source
component;
Output contract: a specification of the output data as a tuple of individual
data items; if the output specification is empty, we speak of a sink
component;
State contract: an explicit specification of the component’s internal state,
again as a tuple of individual data items; if the state specification is
empty, we speak of a (stream) transformer (component);
6

Code: at least one, but possibly multiple implementations with identical
functional behaviour, which makes the various component implementations exchangeable without affecting the correctness and the functional
behaviour of the overall application;
Time contract: the non-functional timing behaviour of one specific implementation of the component;
Energy contract: the non-functional energy behaviour of one specific implementation of the component;
Security contract: the non-functional security level of one specific implementation of the component, presumably as a discrete number.
Functional and non-functional contracts differ from each other in one central aspect: any implementation of a component must obey the functional
contracts, but the genuine purpose of having multiple component implementations is to offer a choice of different non-functional behaviours as described
by the non-functional contracts. Provided that a component does indeed feature multiple implementations, the coordination layer, or more precisly the
component space/time scheduler, is able to choose among the various implementations according to static application requirements with respect to
energy, time and security, but can likewise react on changing environmental
conditions, as for example the battery status.
In essence, (non-functional) contracts define the ETS properties of the
component. Hence, each component has a defined run-time behaviour, amount
of energy required and a security level obtained from the analysis tools of
the other partners. Additionally, each component can have multiple implementations with equivalent functional, but different extra-functional behaviour. Besides the guaranteed performance of the individual components,
we need to specify the component-specific and system-wide ETS-constraints,
expressed as, for instance, deadlines on the response-time of a component or
energy budgets of the entire system or minimum security levels.
Of course, we may well encounter applications where each component
only has a single implementation and, thus, this potential degree is not
made use of. Therefore, we will in the following use the terms contract, ETSproperties, etc, with respect to components and component implementations
interchangeably.
We use the very same annotations explained in Deliverable D7.4 to define
the ETS-characteristics of each component, e.g.:
__teamplay_{qualifier}_metric(name{,default, confidence});stmt;
These annotations form the central glue between the technical work packages: while some work packages are primarily concerned with deriving these
non-functional properties from component implementations, others, among
7

them work package 2, are concerned with interpreting and exploiting this
additional information on the application level.
As illustrated in Figure 2.2 several components together form an application. They interact in the form of a streaming network or component workflow, which is described in a domain-specific coordination language, currently
under development. In the example of Figure 2.2 component "foo" receives
an input, for example from a sensor. Component "foo" then processes the
data and the output is either routed to "bar" or to "moo". Components
"bar" and "moo" then carry out operations defined in their code and route
their output to component "too", which computes the final output of the
application.
The whole execution regime is entirely data-driven: components are activated by the availability of data items on their input streams. Components
process the data received and in turn produce data items on their output
streams, which trigger subsequent components further down the work-flow.
component

"bar"
component

component

"too"

"foo"
component

"moo"

Figure 2.2: Workflow definition of the different components.
Coordination is a well established computing paradigm with a plethora
of languages, abstractions and approaches [CML+ 18]. Yet, we’re neither
aware of any adoption of the principle in the broader domain of embedded systems, nor are we aware of ETS-aware approaches to coordination.
We have previously devised the coordination language S-Net [GSS10], from
which we draw inspiration and experience for our contributions in the TeamPlay project. However, like other coordination approaches S-Net merely addresses the functional aspects of coordination programming and has left out
any non-functional requirements, not to mention energy, time and security,
in particular.
A notable exception in the otherwise pretty much unchartered territory
of ETS-aware coordination is the functional language Hume [HM03] that
was specifically designed with real-time systems in mind. Thus, guarantees
on time (and space) consumption are key to Hume. However, the main
motivation behind Hume was to explore how far high-level functional programming features, such as automatic memory management, higher-order
functions, polymorphism, recursion and Currying, up to full-scale Haskell,
can be supported while still providing accurate real-time guarantees.
Eventually, componentised applications and their coordination glue must
8

be mapped to execution hardware. This immediately leads to a space/time scheduling problem under application-specific ETS-constraints. Here,
space/time scheduling refers to the question which components to instantate on which execution units and in what time-wise ordering. In particular if components come with different implementations with varying ETSbehaviour, interesting and challenging research questions arise: with different
ETS behaviour of individual component implementations one can alter the
ETS behaviour of the whole application depending on the ETS requirements.
For example one might want to switch from the fastest implementation to
the most energy efficient. Different versions of the same components could
implement a different algorithm, use different parameters (frame-rate) or use
the GPU instead of the CPU or vice versa. We address security issues among
others through obfuscation of program execution by randomly selecting alternative component implementations within the time and energy budget or
by randomly assigning component instantiations to different execution units,
again within the time and energy budget.

9

Chapter 3

Space / Time Scheduling
For the scheduling and execution of the application described within the
coordination technique, we borrow from the embedded real-time scheduling
domain: Although nearly all embedded applications are subject to stringent
requirements on the non-functional properties energy, time and security, only
the timing aspect has received notable attention in the past. Since Liu and
Layland’s [LL73] seminal paper on real-time scheduling in 1973, an entire
research field has concerned itself with verification of real-time properties
of embedded applications. The aspects of energy and security, however,
have been treated as secondary concerns, and in case of energy, simply as a
function of time.
For the application scenarios that we target in the TeamPlay project,
time, energy and security must be treated as equally important. These
aspects can be traded against each other, and alternative implementations
of parts of the application can be selected depending on user objectives.
Once the different components are identified and defined via the coordination technique, we need to schedule the different components, i.e. assign
components to different cores or co-processors (spatial mapping, Figure 3.1)
and in a given order (temporal mapping). The spatial aspect is especially
important if the target architecture is heterogeneous, as illustrated in Figure
3.1, where the blue and red cores are different. Therefore, an application
component may have different ETS characteristics depending on the target
core.
Hence, on top of different implementations of the same components, the
ETS characteristics also differ depending on the target. This increases the
state space of the scheduling as we need to schedule the different components
depending on the overall application ETS deadlines and the ETS characteristics of each implementation of each component.
To model the real-time aspects of embedded systems, Liu and Layland
have introduced in [LL73] a simple application-model (called task-model in
real-time terminology) as follows: The application consists of a set of n tasks
10
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Figure 3.1: Scheduling of the different components to different cores. The
blue and red cores differ, thus form a heterogenous system.
{τ1 , . . . , τn } where each task τi is identified with an worst-case execution time
bound (WCET) Ci , a relative deadline Di and a period or minimal interarrival time Ti . Each task generates an infinite number of jobs released after
at least Ti time units. Each job’s deadline is relative to the release time of
the job. A task is said to be schedulable if each of its jobs finish before their
relative deadline; the entire task set is schedulable if each task is schedulable.
Liu and Layland’s task model has since been used in over 45 years of
research and plenty of extensions to and variations of this task model have
been proposed since. To the best of our knowledge, however, none of these
extensions alleviate the shortcomings that we observe when using this task
model within our context of modeling time, energy and security as equally
valued non-functional properties:
Modelling further resources We are interested to model not only time
but also energy and security. A single execution-time bound therefore is not sufficient to cover other resources. The basic task model
only offers to model these resources as a function of time. In case of
energy, such a direct relationship can be created but even here fails
to encompass the intricate features and possibilities of different implementation optimising different metrics. Security, on the other hand,
can not be easily appended. Here, we need metrics about the time or
energy variation and input-dependency.
Modelling alternative implementations The task model must be able
to model different implementations of the same functionalities and
11

tasks. Alternative implementations that may also feature non-comparable
metrics: one implementation may for instance feature a low energy
consumption but a high WCET and another alternative may have the
opposite features.
Modelling Processor Restrictions Furthermore, the implementations may
be specific to a processor-type of a heterogeneous architecture; and the
number of processor of type A may be limited. In other words, not all
combinations of task implementations can be executed simultaneously.
The first step is to define an appropriate task model which alleviates the
shortcomings described above. We refer to this abstraction of the application
as the TeamPlay Task Model, which is defined as follows:
We assume that each component within the coordination corresponds to
a task, which is the terminology used for the smallest individual component
of an application in the real-time scheduling domain. The application is,
hence, comprised of a set Γ of tasks:
Γ = τ1 , ..., τn

(3.1)

We assume that each task generates an infinite sequence of jobs with a
period Ti . This assumption corresponds to the definition of a periodic task
set. The parameters DiC and DiE define the relative deadlines (relative from
job-release) with respect to the execution time DC and energy constraint
DE of the task.
To model alternative implementations of a task or component with comparable functional behavior, but different extra-functional properties, we introduce a double index τi,j . This indicates the jth alternative implementation of task τi , not to be mistaken as the jth job of task τi , which we indicate
using upper index τij . Each alternative implementation τi,j of a task τi is
identified by its characteristic computational demand Ci,j , its energy demand Ei,j , and its security level Si,j . We thus have the following definition
of a task:
τi : ((Ci,j , Ei,j , Si,j ), Ti , DiC , DiE ) ∈ 2N×N×N × N × N × N

(3.2)

To model the relation between tasks/components, we derive a binary relation
≺ to indicates the precedence constraints on the tasks. This is sufficient to
account for the simple communication constraints as described within the
coordination layer.
We will consider two alternative scheduling policies, fully static scheduling and dynamic scheduling with fixed priority. For the static/offline schedule, we determine by means of integer linear programming a schedule in
which we fix the start times of all jobs. The ETS constraints for the offline
schedule are thus fulfilled by construction and can be validated at designtime. Further details on static scheduling is given in Chapter 4.
12

Dynamic scheduling is more advanced and provides better performance
at the cost of predictability. In the following, we provide an short outlook
on dynamic scheduling which we will tackle in Year 2 of the project.
We assume the most common scheduling policy, which is priority driven
scheduling with fixed priorities and preemption, called fixed-priority preemptive scheduling (FPPS). Due to its dynamic properties it is of particular
interest for the later phases of WP2, i.e., coordination of multiple applications and coordination under changing conditions.
Under the FPPS scheduling regime, each task is given a static priority pri
and the scheduler always executes the ready job with the highest priority.
Here, we say that a job is ready if, (i) it has been released and (ii) its
precedence constraints are fulfilled.
While static offline schedules can be validated by means of simulation,
more advanced techniques are required for the schedulability test for FPPS.
Typically, the response-time analysis [LL73] is employed to this end, which
simply requires solving the following recursive equation using fixed-point
iteration:
X  Ri 
C
Ri = Ci +
Cj
(3.3)
Tj
j∈hp(i)
The fixed-point iteration either terminates in which case we can compare
the response time RiC with the task’s deadline DiC and conclude whether the
task is schedulable, or the response time RiC will eventually exceed the task’s
deadline, in which case we can conclude that the task is not schedulable.
Equation 3.3 is restricted to response time, but the extension to the
response energy is nearly trivial:
X  Ri 
E
Ri = Ei +
Ej
(3.4)
Tj
j∈hp(i)
Again, we can compare RiE to the tasks energy constraints DiE and conclude
whether the task is schedulable using FPPS.
The entire task set is considered to be schedulable via FPPS, if and only
if all constraints for all tasks are met:
∀i : RiC ≤ DiC ∧ RiE ≤ DiE

(3.5)

So far, we assume that we statically fix the implementation alternative
to be scheduled via FPPS, i.e., we always assume the same implementation
for each job. For the next step, we will remove this restriction and allow for
dynamic selection of the implementation alternative by the scheduler. Furthermore, the security level is taken into account statically, i.e., we assume
a system-wide security level and simply discard all implementations below
this level. In the near future, we will also allow for dynamically changing
security level to trade security, time and energy. Similarly, the constraints
13

for the energy and the computational demand are purely on the level of the
tasks/components, as defined by their contracts. System-wide constraints
and trade-offs defined within the coordination will be treated next.

At the current state of the project, we will concentrate on static schedules only. Implementation and realization of dynamic schedules will be
considered in Year 2 of the project.

14

Chapter 4

Static Scheduling using ILP
Formulation
In this section, we describe our approach towards static scheduling. Static
scheduling, also known as offline scheduling, means that at design time, we
derive a schedule for the set of tasks of an application. A simple dispatcher
then realizes this static schedule during runtime. Offline scheduling is less
flexible than dynamic online scheduline, but it is often preferable due to
low implementation overheads and the high predictability. For Year 1 of
the project, we tackle the scheduling of a single application with a fixed set
of requirements and ETS constraints; a setting perfectly suited for offline
scheduling.
To derive the offline schedule during design time, we use Integer Linear
Programming [Sch86] (ILP). ILP refers to a class of constrained optimization problems and is used to tackle problems in scheduling and many other
domains. All variables in an ILP problem are integers, constrained by linear inequalities. The objective function is a linear function of the variables,
that needs to be either minimized or maximized. Solving ILPs is NP-hard
in general, but in this context, we only need to solve it at design-time, and
most task sets can be considered to be of moderate size.
A classic ILP problem is the Bin Packing problem, where one distributes
objects of different volumes over several containers (bins) of the same volume.
The objective is to minimize the number of bins used. The problem variables
are summarized in Table 4.1.
The objective, given in Equation 4.1, is to minimize the number of Bins
used. The problem is constraint by three inequalities (eqs. (4.2) to (4.4)).

minimize B =

m
X

yi

(4.1)

i=1

Firstly, the number of bins has to be at least 1 (eq. (4.2)), to ensure that
15

Table 4.1: Bin
S
Sets
O
V
Constants
m
n
aj
Integer Variables
B
yi
Binary Variables
xi,j

Packing Variables
Set of Bins
Set of Objects
Volume of Bins
Number of Bins
Number of Objects
Size of Object j
Number of Bins used
Bin i is used
Task j is allocated to bin i

at least one bin is used and that objects are actually scheduled. Secondly,
the sum of the size of the objects allocated to a particular bin has to be
lower than the total volume of a bin (eq. (4.3)). Lastly, every item j has to
be allocated to exactly one bin (eq. (4.4)).
B>1
n
X
j=1

aj xi,j 6 V yi ,∀i ∈ [1, m]
m
X
i=1

xi,j = 1,∀j ∈ [1, n]

(4.2)
(4.3)

(4.4)

An unproblematic example of a bin packing problem is to allocate the 8
objects in Table 4.2 over 8 different bins with a volume of 6 per bin. The
maximum volume of one object is 6 and the total volume of all 8 objects is
lower than the total volume of all 8 bins, hence all objects can be allocated
without violating any constraint.
Table 4.2: Example of a Bin Packing Problem
Volume
Object 1 1
Object 2 6
Object 3 1
Object 4 5
Object 5 1
Object 6 2
Object 7 3
Object 8 3
The minimum number of bins needed is 4 in this case, as shown in Figure
4.1.
16
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Figure 4.1: Standard Bin Packing Solution
Bin packing is used as a starting point for the ILP formulation for scheduling components (objects) across computational units (bins).

Standard Bin Packing for TeamPlay
We chose to extend the bin packing formulation to the TeamPlay taskmodel,
as the aim is to schedule an applications components across multiple computational units (i.e. a bin packing application). The first step to obtain a
feasible schedule is to extend the base bin packing formulation to cover two
TeamPlay factors, namely ETS-awareness and different component versions.
Table 4.3 summarizes the variables of the ILP formulation that extends
bin packing with ETS-awareness and different component versions.
In comparison to the original bin backing formulation there are multiple
modifications. The set of objects is now represented by τ and stands for the
set of components. n and B are constants for the number of components and
cores, instead of n and m. The constant volume across all bins is replaced by
a global energy and time constraint, thus the application has to be completed
within a given energy budget and all components have to be completed before
a global deadline. As several versions of the same component exist we need
to keep track of the number of versions per component, indicated by nvi .
Furthermore, instead of ai the size of each object is defined by three criteria
Ci,j , Ei,j and Si,j , which stand for the run-time, energy and security level of
17

Table 4.3: ILP variables —
Sets
τ
n
B
DE
DC
Constants
DS
nvi
Ci,j
Ei,j
Si,j
βi,j
Binary Variable xi,k
yi,j,k

bin packing with ETS and version extension
Component Set
Number of components
Number of cores
Energy constraint of component set
Deadline of component set
Minimum Security Level
Number of versions of task i
Run time of task i version j
Energy consumption of task i version j
Security level of task i version j
Task i version j used
Task i allocated to core k
Task i version j allocated to core k

each component i and component version j. Lastly, the three binary variables
βi,j , xi,k and yi,j,k are used to keep track of which component and component
version is allocated to which computational unit, thus very similar to x and
y in the bin packing formulation.
In the classic bin packing example the aim of the solver was to minimize
the number of bins used. However, in TeamPlay the user objectives are
centered around ETS-awareness. Thus, we provide the user with the tools
to focus on ETS by letting the user decide whether they want to minimize
Energy or Time or maximize Security. This leads to the following three
objective Equations (eqs. (4.5) to (4.7)), of which one needs to be selected.

nvi 
n X
X
minimize E =
Ei,j βi,j
minimize C =

i=1 j=1
nvi 
n X
X

(4.5)



Ci,j βi,j

(4.6)

i=1 j=1


nvi 
n X
X
maximize S =
Si,j βi,j

(4.7)

i=1 j=1

The ETS characteristics can be constraints further depending on the requirements of the application using Equations 4.8 to 4.10. An application can
be constrained: (1) To not use more energy than DE (eq. (4.8)). (2) That all
components have to be concluded before the global deadline DC (eq. (4.9)).
(3) That all components have at least security level DS (eq. (4.9)).
The security of a component is expressed in security levels, where each
component and each version has an individual, independent security level
18

depending on the properties of the implementation. Summing security levels
across all components doesn’t make sense as the application security is determined by the weakest link. Furthermore, the security level is non-linear
and non-additive, i.e. a security level of 20 is not twice as secure as a security
level of 10. Hence, the constraint on security (eq. (4.10)) is different than
for energy consumption and time, as it is only important that the selected
version of a component is larger than the global security level.
nvi
n X
X

Ei,j βi,j 6DE

i=1 j=1
nvi
n
XX

(4.8)

Ci,j yi,j,k 6DC , ∀k ∈ [1, B]

(4.9)

Si,j βi,j >DS , ∀i ∈ [1, n]

(4.10)

i=1 j=1
nvi
X
j=1

It is possible to combine objective functions with further constraints for
the same variable, i.e. we can maximize the overall security level of an application and require that all individual components are above a certain security
level. Depending on the goals of the application it does not necessarily make
sense to use all constraints.
Two additional constraints are needed. Firstly, for each component at
least one of the versions available has to be picked (eq. (4.11)). Secondly,
every component has to be scheduled on a core (eq. (4.12)).
nvi
X
j=1
B
X
k=1

βi,j =1, ∀i ∈ [1, n]

(4.11)

xi,k =1, ∀i ∈ [1, n]

(4.12)
(4.13)

Lastly, in order to connect the version of a component with the spatial
scheduling, we introduce a logical "and" (eqs. (4.14) to (4.16)), where the
variables β and x are combined in variable y, used in the time constraint
(eq. (4.9)).

yi,j,k >
yi,j,k 6
yi,j,k 6

βi,j + xi,k − 1, ∀i ∈ [1, n]∀j ∈ [1, nvi ]∀k ∈ [1, B]
βi,j , ∀i ∈ [1, n]∀j ∈ [1, nvi ]∀k ∈ [1, B]

xi,k , ∀i ∈ [1, n]∀j ∈ [1, nvi ]∀k ∈ [1, B]
19

(4.14)
(4.15)
(4.16)

The largest limitation of the bin packing adaption is that does not take
into account data-dependency, i.e. components are not scheduled in the
right order. The ILP formulation is extended with data dependency in the
following section.

Data Dependency Extension
For the data extension four additional variables are needed and one variable
can be removed, as illustrated in Table 4.4. Firstly, we add a new constant that indicates the final component. Secondly, we add a list of integer
variables that indicates the neighbors of a component. Thirdly, we add the
time component to the scheduler that indicates when a component starts to
execute. Lastly, we remove the yi,j,k variable.
Table 4.4: Changes to the ILP variables — data pependency extension
OU T Final Component
Constants
I
Importance
nni
Neighbors of Component i
Integer Variable
τiT
Start time of component i
Binary Variable yi,j,k
Task i version j allocated to core k
The aim of the data dependency extension is to execute the components
of an application in the right order, thus only executing a component when
its data is available. OU T and nni add the structural information needed.
This also means that one cannot execute any component at anytime, to keep
track of the starting time of a component we add the variable τiT . By adding
the data flow information we gain more structure and information, which
simplifies and complicates the ILP formulation.
The application termination point helps to simplify the run time constraint, as the optimizer only needs to make sure that the final component
finishes before the global deadline (eqs. (4.18) and (4.20)).
All objective functions (eqs. (4.17) to (4.19)) include a minor addition to
the objective functions: We add or subtract the sum of all starting times to
schedule components as early as possible.

nvi 
n X
n
X
X
minimize E =
Ei,j βi,j ∗ I +
τiT
i=1 j=1

minimize C =

nvX
OU T



T
τOU
T


+ COU T,j βOU T,j

j=1

∗I +


nvi 
n X
X
maximize S =
Si,j βi,j ∗ I −
i=1 j=1
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i=1
n
X
i=1
n
X
i=1

(4.17)

τiT

(4.18)

τiT

(4.19)

We need an additional temporary constraint (eq. (4.21)) to schedule each
component on one core, as there is currently no mechanism to prevent components being scheduled on the same core at the same time (overlap of
components).
nvX
OU T



T
6DC
τOU
+
C
β
OU T,j OU T,j
T

(4.20)

j=1
n
X
i=1

xi,k 61, ∀k ∈ [1, B]

(4.21)

The ILP formulation becomes more complex as a component has to start
executing after its neighbour components have finished (i.e. neighbours start
time plus neighbours execution time with respect to version).

τiT

>τlT

+

nvl
X
j=1

Cl,j βl,j , ∀i ∈ [1, n]∀l ∈ [0, nni ]

(4.22)

A major limitation is that one cannot schedule several tasks per core.
Each task is scheduled on its own core, thus one needs to incorporate an additional spatial aspect that allows to schedule several tasks on a core without
overlapping task execution on a single core.

Same Core Version
We introduce three additional binary variables to ensure that, when two
tasks are scheduled on the same core, the execution of the two tasks does
not overlap. Table 4.5 shows the details.
Table 4.5: Changes to the ILP variables — same core extension
same i,l
tasks i and l are scheduled on the same core
Binary Variable same1 i,l Same core variable order i to l
same2 i,l Same core variable order l to i
The object functions stay the same, only the constraints of the optimization changes. We need to add the following 6 constraints (eqs. (4.23)
to (4.28)). The first three equations implement a "logical and" to test if
the two tasks i and l are scheduled on the same core. Equations 4.26 to
4.28 enforce that if two tasks are scheduled on the same core one needs to
finish before the other one starts. Equations 4.27 and 4.28 only differ in the
order of the execution, in Equation 4.27 task i is scheduled before task l and
vice-versa in Equation 4.28.
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τiT

same i,l >xi,k + xl,k − 1, ∀i, l ∈ {1, ..., n}∀k ∈ {1, ..., B}

(4.23)

same i,l 6xl,k , ∀l ∈ {1, ..., n}∀k ∈ {1, ..., B}

(4.25)

same i,l 6xi,k , ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}∀k ∈ {1, ..., B}

(4.24)

same i,l =same1 i,l + same2 i,l , ∀i, l ∈ {1, ..., n}

(4.26)

+ (Ci,j ∗ Vi,j )

6τlT

C

+ (1 − same1 i,l ) ∗ D , ∀i, l{(i, l) ∈ [1, n] : i < l}∀j ∈ [1, nv]
(4.27)

τlT + (Cl,j ∗ Vl,j ) 6τiT + (1 − same2 i,l ) ∗ DC , ∀i, l{(i, l) ∈ [1, n] : i < l}∀j ∈ [1, nv]
(4.28)
By introducing the ability to schedule several tasks in non-overlapping
manner on the same core, one can remove the following one process per core
constraint (eq. (4.29)).
n
X

xi,k 6 1,

i=1

∀k ∈ {1, .., B}

(4.29)

All other constraints remain the same.
The resulting schedules use more cores than necessary, thus the next
extension minimizes the number of cores used.

Minimize number of cores used
The core minimization is straightforward and introduces the main minimization from the standard bin packing formulation. One additional variable
keeps track of active cores and subtracting / adding the number of active
cores from the respective objective function. Table 4.6 shows the details.
Table 4.6: Changes to the ILP variables — minimize number of cores extension
Binary Variable zk Core k is active


nvi 
n X
n
B
X
X
X
T
minimize E =
Ei,j βi,j ∗ I +
τi +
zk (4.30)
i=1 j=1

minimize C =

nvX
OU T
j=1

i=1

k=1



n
B
X
X
T
T
τOU T + COU T,j βOU T,j ∗ I +
τi +
zk (4.31)

maximize S =

i=1

nvi 
n X
X

Si,j βi,j

i=1 j=1
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∗I −

n
X
i=1

k=1

τiT

−

B
X
k=1

zk (4.32)

Equation 4.33 and 4.34 cast an integer (sum of processes running on the
core) to a binary; i.e. if xi is equal to 0 zk is 0, but if xi is larger than 0 zk
will be 1.

n
X

xi,k , ∀k ∈ [1, B]

(4.33)

xi,k 6 zk B, ∀k ∈ [1, B]

(4.34)

zk 6

i=1
n
X
i=1

Lastly, an important part of TeamPlay is to cover heterogeneous architectures. Therefore in the next section we extend the ILP formulation to
take into account heterogeneous architectures.

Heterogeneity
To include heterogeneity we need to add an additional dimension to represent the different computational unit types to the ILP formulation. Different
computational unit types can refer to big and little cores or to for example
distinguish between CPUs and GPUs, from now one we will refer to "computational unit" as core. The variables, functions and constraints only have
to be changed minimally as seen in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: ILP Variables - Bin Packing with ETS and Version extension
Constants
tc
Number of core types
Bm
Number of cores per core type m
nvi,m Number of versions of task i per core type m
Integer Variable Ci,m,j Run time of task i version j on core type m
Ei,m,j Energy consumption of task i version j on core type m
Si,m,j Security level of task i version j on core type m
βi,m,j Task i version j on core type m used
Binary Variable
xi,m,k Task i allocated to core k on core type m

The objective functions (eqs. (4.35) to (4.37)) are extended to include
heterogeneity.
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nvi 
n X
n
tc X
B
X
X
X
T
minimize E =
Ei,m,j βi,m,j ∗ I +
τi +
zk
i=1 m=1 j=1

i=1

k=1

(4.35)
minimize C =

tc nvX
OU T 
X

T
τOU
T


∗I +

+ COU T,m,j βOU T,m,j

m=1 j=1

n
X

τiT

+

i=1

B
X

zk

k=1

(4.36)
maximize S =

n
X

i,m 
tc nv
X
X

Si,m,j βi,m,j

i=1 m=1 j=1


∗I−

n
X
i=1

τiT −

B
X

zk

k=1

(4.37)
Equations (4.38) to (4.40) show the ETS constraints extended with heterogeneity.

i,m
n X
tc nv
X
X

Ei,m,j βi,m,j 6DE

(4.38)

i=1 m=1 j=1


i,m 
tc nv
X
X
T
(τOU
+
C
)β
6DC , ∀OU T ∀i ∈ [i, n]
OU T,m,j OU T,m,j
T

(4.39)

m=1 j=1

nvi
tc X
X
m=1 j=1

Si,m,j βi,m,j >DS , ∀i ∈ [1, n]

(4.40)

Next we extend the two constraints that only one version of a component
can be scheduled (eq. (4.41)) and that a component has to be scheduled on
to a core (eq. (4.42).

i,m
tc nv
X
X

m=1 j=1
tc X
B
X
m=1 k=1

βi,m,j =1, ∀i ∈ [1, n]

(4.41)

xi,m,k =1, ∀i ∈ [1, n]

(4.42)

The "same core" constraints have to be extended to include different core
types, resulting in the following equations (eqs. (4.43) to (4.48)).
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same i,l >xi,m,k + xl,m,k − 1, ∀i, l ∈ [1, n]

∀m ∈ [1, tc]∀m ∈ [1, tcl ]∀k ∈ [1, B]

same i,l 6xi,m,k , ∀i ∈ [1, n]∀m ∈ [1, tc]∀k ∈ [1, B]

same i,l 6xl,m,k , ∀l ∈ [1, n]∀m ∈ [1, tcl ]∀k ∈ [1, B]

τiT

(4.43)
(4.44)
(4.45)

same i,l =same1 i,l + same2 i,l , ∀i, l ∈ [1, n]

(4.46)

∀m ∈ [1, tc]∀j ∈ [1, nv]

(4.47)

∀m ∈ [1, tcl ]∀j ∈ [1, nv]

(4.48)

+ (Ci,m,j ∗ βi,m,j )

6τlT

C

+ (1 − same1 i,l ) ∗ D , ∀i, l{(i, l) ∈ [1, n] : i < l}

τlT + (Cl,m,j ∗ βl,m,j ) 6τiT + (1 − same2 i,l ) ∗ DC , ∀i, l{(i, l) ∈ [1, n] : i < l}

Lastly, to minimize the number of cores we again include the core type
(eqs. (4.49) and (4.50)).

zk 6

n
X
i=1

n
X
i=1

xi,m,k , ∀m ∈ [1, tc]∀k ∈ [1, Bm ]

xi,m,k 6zk B, ∀m ∈ [1, tc]∀k ∈ [1, Bm ]

(4.49)
(4.50)

The most significant shortcomings of using ILPs to schedule applications
is that the number of constraints is quadratic. Per component one needs four
constraints for each Computational Unit to enforce that only one component
at a time can be run on a core. Experimentation has shown that it is
feasible to schedule small applications using ILPs. Applications with 3000
and 5000 constraints take approximately 2 and 10 minutes respectively to
solve. Thus, ILPs can generate static schedules for the Drone Use case as
shown in Chapter 5. One of the ILP formulations used in Chapter 5 to
generate a static schedule can be seen in Chapter 7.
To enable the use of the Coordination and Scheduling layer for larger
applications we will explore scheduling heuristics in the future.
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Chapter 5

Example 1: Drone Use Case
We demonstrate the ILP static scheduling based on the Drone Use Case
by the University of Southern Denmark. Not all parts of the algorithm are
fully functional, therefore all numbers in the schedules are hypothetical. The
drone is equipped with a camera and an appropriate computer system. The
video is streamed to the computer, where it is encrypted and saved to disk as
well as analyzed on the fly. The analyses includes a ground speed estimation
and an object detection. The object detection can be done with different
neural networks (Darknet 1 and Tiny Darknet2 ) or by using OpenCV3 . The
two neural networks (Darknet and Tiny Darknet) differ by the complexity
of the networks. The Tiny Darknet neural network is much smaller and
therefore can run inference much quicker, however its accuracy is also worse.
The drone application can be implemented in multiple ways, here we show 3
different models. The 3 different models are the most recent drafts and are
subject to change as the Coordination layer is further developed.
Figure 5.1 shows the first model, where the image is broadcasted to the
video encryption, the object detection and the ground speed calculation.
The encrypted video is then saved to disk. After the object detection and
the ground speed calculation the system makes a decision and sends and
appropriate message to the ground station. The encryption and the object
detection have both been implemented in three different ways. The different encryption implementations could be based on different encryption
algorithms or different length of encryption keys. The three different object
detection implementations consist of two different neural networks (Tiny
Darknet and Darknet) and the usage of the OpenCV library. The run time
system decides, which one of the three different implementations should be
executed depending on external states such as the battery.
The second application model can be seen in Figure 5.2. The general
1

https://pjreddie.com/darknet/
https://pjreddie.com/darknet/tiny-darknet/
3
https://opencv.org/
2
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Figure 5.1: Drone use case model 1
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Figure 5.2: Drone use case model 2

dataflow and results are the same as in Figure 5.1, however the user decides
which one of three encryption and object detection algorithms to run. The
selection of the appropriate implementation has to be defined by the user in
the selector components.
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Figure 5.3: Drone use case model 3
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The last application illustration in Figure 5.3 is different than the previous two implementations. It follows the same general dataflow with one
source, two sinks, video encryption and object detection. However, the object detection has been restructured, in the third model both Tiny Darknet
and OpenCV are executed first, then based on the results of these two the
user defined selector decides whether to run the full Darknet or not. Thus,
in this model there is no feedback loop and the Darknet neural network can
be used with the same frame as the Tiny Darknet.
In the next sections we will show the hypothetical schedules generated
for the second and third model using the formulations introduced in chapter
4. For the second model we explain the different schedules obtained from the
ILP formulations. For the third model we demonstrate how the application
schedule can change depending on the optimization criteria.

Drone Use Case: Model 2
For the second model we generated schedules for every step of the ILP formulation to demonstrate the enhancement introduced in the formulation.

Figure 5.4: Bin Packing schedule for model 2 of the Drone Use Case
Figure 5.4 shows the standard bin packing solution applied to the second Drone Use Case model. With a total of 9 components the number of
constraints is 339. A large number constraints can be attributed to the requirement that all components need to be finished before the deadline. As
can be seen the current schedule does not attempt to enforce an execution
order, it just minimizes the number of cores used based on the run time of
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each component.

Figure 5.5: Data dependency schedule for model 2 of the Drone Use Case

The schedule presented in Figure 5.5 introduces data dependency between the different components. Introducing data dependency implies that
we know which components are executed last, thus only the last components
need to finish before the deadline. This reduced the number of constraints
greatly to 36. However, the resulting schedule is far from perfect. Firstly,
as components execute in the right order we cannot just minimize the number of cores. We have to make sure that only one component at a time is
executed per core. Preventing execution overlap is only introduces in the
"Same Core" extension of the following schedule, thus to prevent overlap
each components executes on its own core. Thus, for 9 components we need
9 cores. The ILP formulation that generated the schedule can be seen in
Chapter 7.
Figure 5.6 shows the schedule for the second model of the drone use case,
when preventing overlap of component execution. In this case the "DetectorSelector" and "Encryption" are both executed on Core 4. Introducing
the overlap prevention comes at a high cost as the number of constraints
increases to 2694.
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Figure 5.6: SameCore schedule for model 2 of the Drone Use Case

Figure 5.7: Minimum number of Cores schedule for model 2 of the Drone
Use Case

The next ILP enhancement re-introduced the core minimization constraints. The effect can be seen clearly in Figure 5.7, which shows exactly
the same schedule as in Figure 5.6 but compressed to 3 cores. The core
minimization increases the number of constraints to 2710.
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Figure 5.8: Heterogeneous schedule for model 2 of the Drone Use Case
The last step in the ILP formulation introduced heterogeneity to the
system. In this case we assumed that the Drone Use case is executed on an
Odroid-XU4 4 development board. The board has an octa-core big.LITTLE
ARM CPU and a GPU. The big.LITTLE CPU indicates that it consists of
4 less powerful and 4 more powerful cores.
This results in figure 5.8, where part of the application is executed on
the little core and part on two big cores. Adding heterogeneity to the model
increases the number of constraints to 3063.

Model 2
The third Drone Use Case model consists of 12 different components of which
the Darknet component has a GPU implementation. Hence, on top of the big
and LITTLE cores seen in the last schedule of model 2, Figure 5.9 includes
the GPU as a Processor Type.
The schedule in figure 5.10 on the other hand minimizes the energy used.
In this case we assumed that the Darknet GPU version requires a more
energy than the CPU version, thus executing the Darknet code on the big
core is preferable if we want to minimize the energy usage.
At 5410 constraints solving the ILP takes several minutes, considering
that the problem is not very large (12 components and 9 different computing
units) it is clear that it becomes infeasible to generate schedules for larger
applications. Thus, as mentioned in the previous chapter, we will explore
scheduling heuristics next.

4

https://www.hardkernel.com/shop/odroid-xu4/
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Figure 5.9: Schedule for model 3 of the Drone Use Case: Maximizing Security

Figure 5.10: Schedule for model 3 of the Drone Use Case: Minimizing Energy
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Chapter 6

Validation
Both coordination and scheduling have to be validated in a realistic environment. Validation in WP2 refers to correctness of the underlying test case
and evaluation of the effectiveness of coordination and scheduling. Validation can be done on hardware as well as using emulators or simulators. We
acquired a cluster of four development boards, each one with a heterogeneous
octa-core CPU (4 Cortex-A15 and 4 Cortex-A7) and a GPU 1 fig. 6.1.

Figure 6.1:
boards

Odroid-XU4 Cluster with four heterogeneous development

Besides actual hardware we also use simulation and emulation. We want
to evaluate our techniques for a large selection of hardware configurations,
and it is too time consuming to implement the scheduling on actual hardware
each time. Additionally, we will use a variety of architecture combinations
that might not be available in hardware.
1

https://www.hardkernel.com/shop/odroid-mc1-my-cluster-one-with-32-cpu-cores-and-8gb-dram/
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When choosing a simulator, we must choose a trade off between accuracy
and simulation time. The most accurate, but most time consuming, method
is to implement a given architecture in VHDL or Verilog. The second most
accurate are Cycle accurate models. Followed by abstract executable models
and estimation models [BGOS12].
Full system simulators (including cycle accurate simulators), emulate the
complete hardware. Thereby appearing to the software, as if it runs on actual hardware. Such simulators claim to be fast and flexible, while maintaining a high level of accuracy. Full system simulators include among others
Open Virtual Platforms (OVP)2 [DBF+ 13, RORS13, ROR+ 14], GEM53
[BGOS12, BBG+ 16] and QEMU 4 [BPM+ 13]. After a literature study we
decided to use GEM5 as:
1. It is cycle accurate.
2. It supports multiple CPU models.
3. It supports heterogeneous multi-cores.
4. It has been used successfully to estimate execution time and power
consumption of heterogeneous architectures [BBG+ 16].
In addition to using a cycle accurate simulation to evaluate the precision
of our models and predictions, we also explore a second path, namely an
abstract simulator to quickly evaluate coordination and scheduling on a large
set of potential target architectures.

2

http://www.ovpworld.org/
http://gem5.org/Main_Page
4
https://www.qemu.org/
3
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Chapter 7

Appendix 1: ILP Formulation
Example
Below is an example of an ILP Formulation for Model 2 of the Drone Use
Case. Firstly, we maximize the objective function. Secondly, all constraints
are listed. Lastly, all ILP variables are listed.
MAXIMIZE:
1000 ∗ V ersion_Decision_0 + 1000 ∗ V ersion_Detector_0 + 1000 ∗ V ersion_Detector_1+
1000 ∗ V ersion_Detector_2 + 1000 ∗ V ersion_GroundSpeed_0

+ 1000 ∗ V ersion_ImageCapture_0 + 1000 ∗ V ersion_Recorder_0+

2000 ∗ V ersion_Recorder_1 + 3000 ∗ V ersion_Recorder2 + −1 ∗ tau_Decision+
− 1 ∗ tau_Detector + −1 ∗ tau_GroundSpeed + −1 ∗ tau_ImageCapture+
− 1 ∗ tau_Recorder + 0

SUBJECT TO:

Constraint1 : V ersion_ImageCapture_0 = 1
Constraint2 : P roc_ImageCapture_0 + P roc_ImageCapture_1 + P roc_ImageCapture_2
+ P roc_ImageCapture_3 + P roc_ImageCapture_4 + P roc_ImageCapture_5
+ P roc_ImageCapture_6 + P roc_ImageCapture_7 = 1
Constraint3 : V ersion_Recorder_0 + V ersion_Recorder_1 + V ersion_Recorder_2 = 1
Constraint4 : P roc_Recorder_0 + P roc_Recorder_1 + P roc_Recorder_2
+ P roc_Recorder_3 + P roc_Recorder_4 + P roc_Recorder_5
+ P roc_Recorder_6 + P roc_Recorder_7 = 1
Constraint5 : V ersion_Detector_0 + V ersion_Detector_1 + V ersion_Detector_2 = 1
Constraint6 : P roc_Detector_0 + P roc_Detector_1 + P roc_Detector_2 + P roc_Detector_3
+ P roc_Detector_4 + P roc_Detector_5 + P roc_Detector_6 + P roc_Detector_7 = 1
Constraint7 : V ersion_GroundSpeed_0 = 1
Constraint8 : P roc_GroundSpeed_0 + P roc_GroundSpeed_1 + P roc_GroundSpeed_2
+ P roc_GroundSpeed_3 + P roc_GroundSpeed_4 + P roc_GroundSpeed_5
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+ P roc_GroundSpeed_6 + P roc_GroundSpeed_7 = 1
Constraint9 : V ersion_Decision_0 = 1
Constraint10 : P roc_Decision_0 + P roc_Decision_1 + P roc_Decision_2
+ P roc_Decision_3 + P roc_Decision_4 + P roc_Decision_5
+ P roc_Decision_6 + P roc_Decision_7 = 1
Constraint11 : P roc_Decision_0 + P roc_Detector_0 + P roc_GroundSpeed_0
+ P roc_ImageCapture_0 + P roc_Recorder_0 6 1
Constraint12 : P roc_Decision_1 + P roc_Detector_1 + P roc_GroundSpeed_1
+ P roc_ImageCapture_1 + P roc_Recorder_1 6 1
Constraint13 : P roc_Decision_2 + P roc_Detector_2 + P roc_GroundSpeed_2
+ P roc_ImageCapture_2 + P roc_Recorder_2 6 1
Constraint14 : P roc_Decision_3 + P roc_Detector_3 + P roc_GroundSpeed_3
+ P roc_ImageCapture_3 + P roc_Recorder_3 6 1
Constraint15 : P roc_Decision_4 + P roc_Detector_4 + P roc_GroundSpeed_4
+ P roc_ImageCapture_4 + P roc_Recorder_4 6 1
Constraint16 : P roc_Decision_5 + P roc_Detector_5 + P roc_GroundSpeed_5
+ P roc_ImageCapture_5 + P roc_Recorder_5 6 1
Constraint17 : P roc_Decision_6 + P roc_Detector_6 + P roc_GroundSpeed_6
+ P roc_ImageCapture_6 + P roc_Recorder_6 6 1
Constraint18 : P roc_Decision_7 + P roc_Detector_7 + P roc_GroundSpeed_7
+ P roc_ImageCapture_7 + P roc_Recorder_7 6 1
Constraint19 : V ersion_Decision_0 + 9V ersion_Detector_0
+ 6V ersion_Detector_1 + 3V ersion_Detector_2
+ 3V ersion_GroundSpeed_0 + V ersion_ImageCapture_0
+ V ersion_Recorder_0 + 2V ersion_Recorder_1
+ 3V ersion_Recorder_2 6 30
Constraint20 : −V ersion_ImageCapture_0 − tau_ImageCapture
+ tau_Recorder >= 0

Constraint21 : −V ersion_ImageCapture_0 + tau_Detector
− tau_ImageCapture >= 0

Constraint22 : −V ersion_ImageCapture_0 + tau_GroundSpeed
− tau_ImageCapture >= 0

Constraint23 : −9V ersion_Detector_0 − 6V ersion_Detector_1
− 3V ersion_Detector_2 + tau_Decision
− tau_Detector >= 0

Constraint24 : −3V ersion_GroundSpeed_0 + tau_Decision
− tau_GroundSpeed >= 0

VARIABLES:

0 6 P roc_Decision_0 6 1
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0 6 P roc_Decision_1 6 1
0 6 P roc_Decision_2 6 1
0 6 P roc_Decision_3 6 1
0 6 P roc_Decision_4 6 1
0 6 P roc_Decision_5 6 1
0 6 P roc_Decision_6 6 1
0 6 P roc_Decision_7 6 1
0 6 P roc_Detector_0 6 1
0 6 P roc_Detector_1 6 1
0 6 P roc_Detector_2 6 1
0 6 P roc_Detector_3 6 1
0 6 P roc_Detector_4 6 1
0 6 P roc_Detector_5 6 1
0 6 P roc_Detector_6 6 1
0 6 P roc_Detector_7 6 1
0 6 P roc_GroundSpeed_0 6 1
0 6 P roc_GroundSpeed_1 6 1
0 6 P roc_GroundSpeed_2 6 1
0 6 P roc_GroundSpeed_3 6 1
0 6 P roc_GroundSpeed_5 6 1
0 6 P roc_GroundSpeed_6 6 1
0 6 P roc_GroundSpeed_7 6 1
0 6 P roc_ImageCapture_0 6 1
0 6 P roc_ImageCapture_1 6 1
0 6 P roc_ImageCapture_2 6 1
0 6 P roc_ImageCapture_3 6 1
0 6 P roc_ImageCapture_4 6 1
0 6 P roc_ImageCapture_5 6 1
0 6 P roc_ImageCapture_6 6 1
0 6 P roc_ImageCapture_7 6 1
0 6 P roc_Recorder_0 6 1
0 6 P roc_Recorder_1 6 1
0 6 P roc_Recorder_2 6 1
0 6 P roc_Recorder_3 6 1
0 6 P roc_Recorder_4 6 1
0 6 P roc_Recorder_5 6 1
0 6 P roc_Recorder_6 6 1
0 6 P roc_Recorder_7 6 1
0 6 V ersion_Decision_0 6 1
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0 6 V ersion_Detector_0 6 1
0 6 V ersion_Detector_1 6 1
0 6 V ersion_Detector_2 6 1
0 6 V ersion_GroundSpeed_0 6 1
0 6 V ersion_ImageCapture_0 6 1
0 6 V ersion_Recorder_0 6 1
0 6 V ersion_Recorder_1 6 1
0 6 V ersion_Recorder_2 6 1
0 6 tau_Decision
0 6 tau_Detector
0 6 tau_GroundSpeed
0 6 tau_ImageCapture
0 6 tau_Recorder
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